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Elegantly written, thoughtful and often amusing, Business Organizations analyzes the law of

business organizations: corporate law, partnership and LLC law, agency, and selected aspects of

securities regulation. In clean, uncomplicated prose, the text offers a clear and thoughtful overview. 

Business Organizations explains the structure of the law itself, placing it within an historical context,

and outlines its economic effect. Integrating basic principles of business and finance in an

unintimidating, uncomplicated manner, the text engages readers who have either an elemental or a

sophisticated grasp of economics. Various pedagogical features support learning and facilitate use,

such as the overview in each chapter, giving an over-arching, synthetic account of the law with the

details on which many instructors focus. The book propels the analysis with an extensive use of

hypothetical examples. The comprehensive coverage embraces all of the principal cases in the

main casebooks, and goes beyond to explain what each case decided and why it matters. The

authors explores what motivated the parties' actions, and why the judges held as they did.  Features

of Business Organization:   Focuses on the basic structure of corporate, partnership, agency, and

securities law  Clean, clear, thoughtful prose   Places the law within historical context and analyzes

its  economic effect  Integrates basic principles of business and finance in  unintimidating,

uncomplicated manner  Pedagogical features  ntegrated overview: over-arching, synthetic account

of the law with details many instructors discuss  Comprehensive coverage  discusses all principal

cases in the major casebooks  explains what cases decide and why they matter  explores the

parties' motivations  reveals why judges held as they did  Integrates economic principles  combines

discussion of legal principles with an analysis of their economic effect  engages readers with both

elementary and sophisticated grasp of economics  Hypotheticals: extensive examples propel the

analysis forward
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I bought this book solely based on the usefulness of some of the other treatises in the series -- not a

wise move. I don't write this negative review lightly, but this book is amazingly unhelpful. It's 70%

stories and literary fluff and 30% law. If you want a treatise on the facts of relevant cases, buy this. If

you're interested in anything beyond the facts, consider something else. Consider this excerpt from

the rendition of Dirks v. SEC: "But hell hath no fury like a bureaucrat scorned. The SEC came not to

praise Dirks but to bury him..." The entire book reads like that. And that would be fine (and even

enjoyable) if that was balanced with substance. But it's page after page of history and color and

context and then one paragraph on the law. I was trying to study corporations -- not Restoration

poetry & Shakespeare.

Probably worth getting if you have Ramseyer (the author) for corporaitons, because it's a literally a

repeat of his lectures, and his exams are in the back, but the book spends a lot of time with

confusing references to old movies and digressions about stories, and doesn't spend enough time

teach you the rules. He uses wrong cases to illustrate points instead of cases that encapsulate the

rule.

Arrived when supposed to. Product in perfect state.

This is the last thing you want from a treatise. This book cannot be skimmed in order to review the

rules. Lots of extraneous information.
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